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The Vision Security Team works closely with clients within the United States and around the
world to assess risks and apply the appropriate mix of professional security services and
advanced technologies. Vision Security has the capabilities to provide both short and long-term
security solutions. The cadre of personnel employed by Vision Security includes both active and
retired Federal, State, and Municipal law enforcement officials. These professionals are recruited
from many disciplines including: Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT), Bomb Squad,
HAZMAT, Narcotics Interdiction/Trafficking, K9, Defensive Tactics, Use of Force Experts,
Accident/Traffic Investigations, Patrol, Jail Operations, and complex investigations (Domestic
Violence, Crimes against Persons, Forgery/Fraud, Homicide and Sex Crimes). In addition, the
majority of the members of the Vision Security Team have served in the armed forces.
The Vision Security Team’s presence can promote stability and peace in areas that are
recovering from conflict and assist in the development of indigenous police forces into effective
and efficient law enforcement organizations/agencies by functioning as:
Mentors: Advisors assigned as mentors will frequently interact with members of the host nation
law enforcement organization by observing, monitoring and advising host nation personnel on
the full range of law enforcement responsibilities and capabilities.
Police Advisors: Police Advisors may perform a full range of law enforcement and policing
functions such as patrolling and responding to calls for service such as: Burglary, Theft, Assault,
Sexual Assault, Murder, Disturbances, and Family Dispute calls. Other duties may include
enforcing traffic laws, issuing traffic citations, apprehending violators, preparing and submitting
reports of patrol activities.
Trainers: Advisors assigned as trainers will instruct local police officers in such areas as: Police
Patrol Operations, Investigative Methods and Techniques, Search and Seizure Requirements,
Defensive Tactics, Law and Community Relations. Advisors may be required to assess training
needs and current programs in order to propose new courses, determine the feasibility and
effectiveness of proposed courses, and identify instructors and resources required to implement
new courses. Advisors may be required to develop curriculum and instruct in a classroom or
field setting that relates to the knowledge, techniques and procedures necessary to execute the
duties of police officers.
To learn more, contact us today at 1-855-842-1115 or administration@visionsecurityconsultants.com.
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